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Key Points:

• Seasonal water frosts on Mars are identified with coincident visible and temper-
ature data obtained with THEMIS poleward of 48°N and 21°S;

• Water frosts remain too cold to melt as pure ice. However, the warmest frost de-
posits observed may co-exist with brines;

• Water frost on the surface stabilizes subsurface water ice, as it releases a large quan-
tity of water vapor when it sublimes.
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Abstract
Characterizing the exchange of water between the Martian atmosphere and the (sub)surface
is a major challenge for understanding the mechanisms that regulate the water cycle. Here
we present a new dataset of water ice detected on the Martian surface with the Ther-
mal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS). The detection is based on the correlation be-
tween bright blue-white patterns in visible images and a temperature measured in the
infrared that is too warm to beassociated with CO2 ice and interpreted instead as wa-
ter ice. Using this method, we detect ice down to 21.4°S, 48.4°N, on the pole-facing slopes
at mid-latitudes, and on any surface orientation poleward of 45° latitude. Water ice ob-
served with THEMIS is most likely seasonal rather than diurnal. Our dataset is consis-
tent with near-infrared spectroscopic data predictions by the Mars Planetary Climate
Model. The water frost average temperature is 170 K, and the maximum temperature
measured is 243 K, lower than the water ice melting point. We show that the melting
of pure water ice on the surface is unlikely due to cooling by latent heat during its sub-
limation. However, 243 THEMIS images show frosts that are hot enough to form brines
if salts are present on the surface. The water vapor pressure at the surface, calculated
from the ice temperature, indicates a dry atmosphere in early spring, during the reces-
sion of the CO2 ice cap. When it sublimes, the frost acts as a vapor source that is wet-
ter than the near-surface atmosphere, which stabilizes the subsurface ice.

Plain Language Summary

During spring, parts of the Martian surface at mid and high latitudes are covered
by a thin, bright layer of frost. We interpret these deposits as water ice that forms in
winter and sublimes in spring as the ice temperature is too warm to be CO2 ice. Our
study proposes a spatial and temporal mapping of these ice deposits to better charac-
terize the exchange of volatiles between the Martian atmosphere and the surface. Wa-
ter ice is preferentially detected on pole-facing slopes below 45° latitude and all types
of surfaces at higher latitudes. In late spring, water ice cannot melt despite solar heat-
ing because of sublimation cooling. On the other hand, these ice deposits are warm enough
to form brines if salt crystals are present at the surface. When the frost sublimes, it serves
as a source of water vapor that can diffuse into the ground and recondense to stabilize
the permafrost below the surface.

1 Introduction

Although water is only a minor component of the Martian atmosphere, the water
cycle is one of the most important contributors to the present and past climate of Mars.
For example, although the current atmospheric moisture is low (∼13 microns precipitable,
M. D. Smith, 2002), water clouds have a strong influence on the atmospheric dynamics
(Wilson et al., 2007, 2008; Madeleine et al., 2012; Navarro et al., 2014). Similarly, the
presence of ice buried in the subsurface has a profound impact on the surface energy bal-
ance, delaying or even preventing CO2 condensation in winter (Haberle et al., 2008). There-
fore, characterizing the mechanisms controlling the water cycle is crucial to better un-
derstanding the climate on Mars. This water cycle is mainly driven by the sublimation
cycle of massive water-ice deposits located primarily at the North Pole and to a lesser
extent at the South Pole, although the role of the regolith in this cycle remains contro-
versial (see a full discussion in Montmessin et al., 2017). Every summer, the northern
polar water ice cap sublimes, releasing water vapor that is then transported to lower lat-
itudes. Depending on temperature and humidity conditions, this water vapor can con-
dense in the atmosphere and form clouds (e.g., Curran et al., 1973), diffuse into the sub-
surface (e.g., Schorghofer & Aharonson, 2005), or form frost on the surface (e.g., Svitek
& Murray, 1990).
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The characterization of surface water frost deposits is of great interest to assess 1)
the exchanges between perennial water ice reservoirs at the poles and the rest of the planet
(Bapst et al., 2015), 2) their potential to form liquid water or brines on the surface (e.g.,
Schorghofer, 2020), 3) their contribution to current surface processes (e.g., Diniega et
al., 2021; Dundas, Becerra, et al., 2021), and 4) the exchanges of water vapor between
surface frost and subsurface water ice buried in the mid and high latitudes (e.g., Bapst
et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2015; Lange, Forget, Vincendon, et al., 2023). Since Leighton
and Murray (1966)’s pioneering work on volatile exchanges between reservoirs, local ap-
proaches at lander landing sites (Svitek & Murray, 1990; Landis, 2007; Mart́ınez et al.,
2016), or globally from orbit (Kieffer & Titus, 2001; Titus et al., 2003; Schorghofer &
Edgett, 2006; Landis, 2007; Piqueux et al., 2008; Carrozzo et al., 2009; Schmidt et al.,
2009; Vincendon, Forget, & Mustard, 2010; Appéré et al., 2011; Kereszturi et al., 2011;
Bapst et al., 2015; Vincendon, 2015; Stcherbinine et al., 2023), have been undertaken to
map and characterize water frost deposits. For the latter approach, two methods exist
to date: 1) spectroscopic detections of water ice based on near-infrared spectral absorp-
tions (Langevin et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2009; Vincendon, Forget, & Mustard, 2010;
Kereszturi et al., 2011; Vincendon, 2015) and 2) the identification of bright patches with
a temperature that is too warm to be CO2 ice but is instead H2O ice (Kieffer & Titus,
2001; Titus et al., 2003; Schorghofer & Edgett, 2006; Piqueux et al., 2008; Bapst et al.,
2015; Stcherbinine et al., 2023). This last technique requires simultaneous measurement
in visible wavelengths, to detect frost through its distinct albedo or color, and at infrared
wavelengths, to determine the composition of the ice through temperature. This last quan-
tity is required to determine the composition of the ice detected via a bright pattern in
the visible range. For instance, Schorghofer and Edgett (2006) identified bright white
patches on pole-facing slopes at low latitudes. However, they were unable to access the
temperature of such ice, and concluded, based on the temperatures simulated with a 1D
thermal model, that these frost deposits were composed of CO2. Vincendon, Forget, and
Mustard (2010) later showed, based on a near-infrared spectral method, that such ice
deposits were instead water ice and not CO2 ice.

The coincident acquisition of visible and temperature data enables us to distinguish
CO2 versus H2O ices, and to document new properties for Mars such as:

1. The temperature of water ice. This measurement can be used to constrain the thermo-
physical properties of ice through its diurnal/seasonal evolution (e.g., Bapst et al.,
2019), or to determine whether ice can reach melting temperature. However, most
of these measurements have been acquired on the massive, perennial water ice de-
posits at the poles, where temperatures barely exceed 200 K (Kieffer & Titus, 2001;
Titus et al., 2003; Piqueux et al., 2008; Bapst et al., 2019). Bapst et al. (2015) have
measured ice temperatures down to ±45° latitude with the Thermal Emission Spec-
trometer (TES, Christensen et al., 2001) and found higher water frost temper-
ature (∼220-240 K). However, they acknowledged that these warm-water ice tem-
peratures might be due to sub-pixel terrain mixing (TES has a resolution of ∼3 × 6
km) and uncertainty in the retrieved surface temperatures (Bapst et al., 2019).
Vincendon, Forget, and Mustard (2010) and Vincendon (2015) have detected wa-
ter frost on pole-facing crater slopes at tropical latitudes, where it could exhibit
higher temperatures than those from Bapst et al. (2015), but they cannot retrieve
the ice temperature with their instrument.

2. The near-surface water vapor content. This quantity, while crucial for the stabil-
ity of subsurface ice (Schorghofer & Aharonson, 2005) or to constrain the verti-
cal profile of water vapor in the lower atmosphere (Leung et al., 2024, and refer-
ences therein), has not been directly measured by any rover or lander to date. It
has been indirectly derived from simultaneous measurements of relative humid-
ity, temperature, and pressure measurements at the Phoenix (Zent et al., 2010;
Fischer et al., 2019), Mars Science Laboratory (Harri et al., 2014), and Mars 2020
(Polkko et al., 2023) landing sites. However, if water frost is present at the sur-
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face, the water vapor content at the surface can be directly constrained as the va-
por pressure is equal to the vapor pressure over ice at saturation psat,ice (Pa), which
is a function of the ice temperature Tice (K) (Murphy & Koop, 2005):

psat,ice = exp

(
−6143.7

Tice
+ 28.9074

)
(1)

Therefore, determining water ice temperatures could provide a new, broader set
of near-surface water vapor data. Yet, this analysis has not been conducted by stud-
ies measuring water ice temperatures (e.g., Kieffer & Titus, 2001; Titus et al., 2003;
Piqueux et al., 2008; Bapst et al., 2015, 2019).

Here we propose to extend the previous studies on the presence of water frost on
the Martian surface by presenting a new dataset of water ice observed at mid and high
latitudes and by providing a unique dataset of water ice temperature and vapor pres-
sure using measurements from the Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS, Chris-
tensen et al., 2004) onboard Mars Odyssey. The latter simultaneously combines visible
and infrared measurements, enabling the detection and characterization of ice as per-
formed by Titus et al. (2003); Piqueux et al. (2008), and Wagstaff et al. (2008) for wa-
ter ice, Khuller, Christensen, Harrison, and Diniega (2021) and Lange et al. (2022) for
CO2 ice. Titus et al. (2003); Piqueux et al. (2008) and Wagstaff et al. (2008) focused their
studies on the detection of water ice at high latitudes (at the South Pole and above 60°N
respectively), we propose to extend their approach to the entire planet.

High-resolution imagery allows the detection of small deposits of water ice found
at low latitudes (Vincendon, Forget, & Mustard, 2010; Vincendon, 2015), previously in-
accessible to Kieffer and Titus (2001) and Bapst et al. (2015) studies, and reduces un-
certainty induced by sub-grid mixing. In addition, measuring ice temperatures reveals
whether ice can melt or form brines and constrain the near-surface water content. These
data are compared with water frost predictions made by the Mars Planetary Climate Model
(PCM, Forget et al., 1999; Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al., 2023). This model, along with
the processing of THEMIS data, is presented in section 2. The results on water frost spatio-
temporal distribution, temperatures, and derived near-surface water vapor are described
in section 3. Section 4 focuses on the discussion of these results, and the conclusions are
summarized in 5.

2 Methods

2.1 THEMIS Dataset

This study uses coincident visible and thermal observations acquired by THEMIS.
We recall here the description of the image processing at visible and infrared wavelengths
provided by Lange et al. (2022). The THEMIS visible camera has five filters with band
centers located at 425 (band 1), 540 (band 2), 654 (band 3), 749 (band 4), and 860 nm
(band 5) (Christensen et al., 2004). We use colorized images that are either conventional
”RGB” composite resulting from band 4 (or, if not available, band 3), band 2, and band
1 in the blue channel (Murray et al., 2016; Bennett et al., 2018); or ”R2B” images, a col-
orized product where of band 4 (red) and band 1 (blue) are combined using 0.65 × band 1 + 0.35 × band 4
to generate a simulated green band used for the RGB composite (Murray et al., 2016;
Bennett et al., 2018).

Surface temperatures are derived from THEMIS band 9 centered at 12.57 µm be-
cause of its good signal-to-noise ratio and because it is low sensitivity to atmospheric ef-
fects (Fergason et al., 2006; Pilorget et al., 2013). The precision of the measurement is
∼0.5-1 K (Christensen et al., 2004) with an absolute accuracy of ∼2.8 K at 180 K (Fergason
et al., 2006), a common temperature for water frost (see section 3.2). We use the Pro-
jected Brightness Temperature (PBT) product provided on the Planetary Data System
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(PDS) (P. R. Christensen, 2002). No atmospheric correction is made here. However, as
shown in section 3.2, most of the images are taken between 6 a.m. and 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
and 8 p.m., when the contrast between atmospheric temperature and the surface is small.

THEMIS visible wavelength images are characterized by a footprint of ∼18 km wide
on the ground (18 m resolution), smaller than the ∼ 32 km wide swath of the infrared
data. Therefore, infrared data are cropped to the extent of the overlapping visible wave-
length data. Infrared images display a resolution of 100 m/pixel. Visible images are there-
fore ”degraded” by performing a bilinear interpolation of the visible image grid to the
infrared image grid.

Data analyzed here have been acquired during the daytime, with a local time vary-
ing from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m., to have a clear image of the surface at visible wavelengths.
We only analyze the visible images acquired concomitant to measurements at infrared
wavelengths. Some image pairs are disqualified because of 1) calibration issues in both
visible and infrared wavelengths, most likely due to the challenging illumination condi-
tions, and 2) unclear surface exposure due to the presence of clouds/dust. The complete
dataset, presented in Figure 1, represents 39,496 images.
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Figure 1. Spatial and seasonal distribution of THEMIS visible/thermal infrared pairs ana-

lyzed in this study. The black-white background indicates the seasonality of direct solar illumi-

nation (top of the atmosphere) as calculated by a Keplerian orbital model used by KRC (Kieffer,

2013). The x-axis represents the solar longitude Ls [°], the Mars-Sun angle, measured from the

Northern Hemisphere spring equinox where Ls = 0°.

The dataset analyzed in this study presents some bias caused by operational, lo-
cal weather, and illumination constraints (e.g., fewer images are taken in the northern
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latitudes during the second part of the Martian Year [MY] as the sky is dustier (Montabone
et al., 2015), challenging the observations of the surface). The dataset exhibits a strong
asymmetry in the coverage of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, thus making a
comparison between the two hemispheres difficult. Also, few measurements are made dur-
ing the autumn/winter at mid and high latitudes, preventing the study of condensation
of water frost during this period.

2.2 Water Frost Identification

The identification of water frost is done in two steps, beginning with looking at vis-
ible images. Snow or glacier water ice is associated with a high albedo at visible wave-
lengths, with a spectral slope from blue to red, in contrast to the low albedo of the Mar-
tian bare surface (Putzig et al., 2005; Singh & Flanner, 2016; Singh et al., 2018; Murchie
et al., 2019; Flanner et al., 2021; Khuller, Christensen, & Warren, 2021, and references
therein). For this reason, we similarly anticipate pure CO2 or H2O to appear as blue-
white patches on the brown Martian surface. Hence, we first look at all the visible im-
ages and manually flag all the pixels that appear blue-white and which could be inter-
preted as frost. One of the key limits of this approach is that some thin frost layers might
not appear blue-white on THEMIS images and would not be detected with our method.
Here, we assume that water frost appears blue-white if its thickness is at least 20 microm-
eters. Such thickness is consistent with the work of Svitek and Murray (1990), who showed
that the white surfaces appearing on Viking images are associated with such frost thick-
nesses, and with the laboratory work of Yoldi et al. (2021), who showed that a thickness
of 20 – 30 microns of water frost quintuples the reflectivity of the surface in the blue band
and doubles it in the red band (see their Figure 7). We acknowledge that this empiri-
cal threshold limit should also depend on the size of the ice crystals, the dust content
of the frost, and the emission angle of the observations, etc. (Pommerol et al., 2013). This
might explain why our threshold is underestimated: As shown in section 3.1.1, accord-
ing to the Mars PCM, frosts detected with THEMIS are mostly thicker than 100 µm (with
a few frosts in the 20 and 100 micron range).

Although frost/ice detection based on the bright blue-white color contrasting with
the bare surface has been widely used in the past (e.g., James et al., 1979; Schorghofer
& Edgett, 2006; Calvin et al., 2015; Bapst et al., 2015; Dundas et al., 2019; Lange et al.,
2022), this technique has some important limitations worth mentioning. First, Khuller,
Christensen, and Warren (2021) have shown that the albedo of water snow/ice can be
drastically reduced if it is contaminated by dust (e.g., less than 1% dust contamination).
Hence, dusty frost could be missed with this approach because of the small contrast be-
tween this dirty ice and the bare ground. To mitigate this effect, we have stretched the
visible images to enhance the color contrast and to help the detection of small patches
of frost in relatively low-illuminated areas (e.g., pole-facing slope during the autumn).
Second, as noted by Dundas et al. (2019) and Lange et al. (2022), relatively blue lithic
material can be misunderstood as frost with this approach. While most of the blue-white
units we identified are confidently attributed to ice based on their sharp boundaries fol-
lowing topography, preferential slope orientation, or morphology, we leveraged the few
uncertain detections by looking at summer images taken at the same locations to see if
the blue-white patches were still present. Another possibility was to confirm the icy na-
ture of these pixels by performing an analysis of the spectral properties with all THEMIS
bands (for instance, as made by Khuller & Christensen, 2021, with the High-Resolution
Imaging Science Experiment dataset), but the large number of pixels analyzed here pre-
vent a manual check of all the spectra. Finally, haze/clouds, which can also appear as
blue-white on THEMIS visible images (see for instance McConnochie et al., 2010) some-
times induce false positive detections. However, in this case, these bright features ap-
pear to be independent of the surface topography, which enables their removal with con-
fidence.
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To flag pixels as frost, based on their color, we first apply an initial filter to iso-
late all pixels with a blue-white color. This method eliminates most of the non-frosted
pixels. Next, ambiguous pixels (e.g., bright pixels on a slope exposed to sunlight that
appear yellow-white) are eliminated manually. Finally, a last check is made between the
raw image and the selected pixels to ensure that no frosted areas have been overlooked.
However, we acknowledge that this may result in some frosted pixels being omitted.

At this step, 2,343 images (and nearly 9×107 pixels) are flagged as images show-
ing frost. The second step is to now distinguish between CO2 and H2O frost. As CO2

is the main component of the Martian atmosphere, the formation of CO2 frost is not dif-
fusion limited. As such, CO2 frost is forming when the surface temperature reaches the
temperature of condensation of CO2, TCO2

[K], given by the Clapeyron law (James et
al., 1992):

TCO2
=

3182.48

23.3494− ln(P )
(2)

with P the local CO2 partial pressure taken as 0.96 of the total surface pressure derived
from the local topography and parameterized surface pressure observations (Withers, 2012).
TCO2

ranges from 130 K at the top of Olympus Mons to more than 153 K in Hellas basin
(Piqueux et al., 2016). If CO2 ice is present on the surface, the temperature must be at
TCO2 . On the contrary, the formation of H2O frost is limited by diffusion and is controlled
by the partial pressure of H2O at the surface and the near-surface atmosphere. Water
frost can thus exhibit a surface temperature much higher than TCO2

. Therefore, for each
pixel flagged as frost, we compare its surface temperature given by the THEMIS infrared
measurement with TCO2

(Figure 2b). To account for the instrument noise and possible
atmospheric contributions, we assign a 5 K tolerance on this criterion as in Lange et al.
(2022). In other words, a pixel is considered as water frost if its temperature Tice is higher
than TCO2

+ 5 K. In comparison, Pilorget et al. (2013) used a 6 K margin, and Khuller,
Christensen, and Warren (2021) a 7 K margin. Using these tolerances yields a reduction
of the number of water ice detections by 1.6% and 3.8% respectively. With this approach,
we exclude water frost at very low temperatures that might be mixed with CO2 frost and
thus consider only “pure” water frost (although dust might be incorporated). For this
reason, frost/ice will now only refer to water frost/ice in the rest of this manuscript.

Occasionally, some temperature observations are associated with large uncertain-
ties (e.g., all measurements above 170 K on the seasonal CO2 ice cap, Wagstaff et al.,
2008). This overestimation is well-characterized and linked to the image calibration pro-
tocol that uses a reference image unsuitable at high latitude during winter / early spring
(see a complete description of this issue in Wagstaff et al., 2008), and has been mitigated
with the new calibration of PDS products since their work. Such images, where the CO2

ice cap is associated with unrealistic high temperatures (here taken as 160 K) are man-
ually removed from our dataset.

At the end of the processing, 2,006 images (and 5.3×107 pixels) are found to be
associated with water frost (e.g., Figure 2). The reader is referred to Khuller, Christensen,
Harrison, and Diniega (2021) and Lange et al. (2022) for a mapping of CO2 frost with
the THEMIS dataset. As a preliminary validation, we have checked that perennial wa-
ter ice deposits (North Cap, Korolev crater, Lyot crater, etc.) are well identified by this
method (e.g., Figures 2a, b). The good agreement between our detection method and
the other datasets, as well as the PCM, allows us to be confident in the validity of our
detection method (section 3).
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Figure 2. Examples of water ice detections with THEMIS visible wavelength images (a, c, e,

g) and corresponding thermal infrared (b, d, f, h) images. Coordinates, solar longitude Ls, local

true solar time (LTST), and temperature of condensation of CO2 are given in the different pan-

els. Blue-white pixels in visible wavelength images with a temperature that is green/yellow/red

in the infrared images can be associated with water ice. The white arrows on the upper right

of each visible-wavelength image point to the North. Thermal infrared images are underlain

with a MOLA background to enhance topography (Zuber et al., 1992). Some terrains appear

black in the thermal infrared images because of the background mosaic (not because of an ab-

sence of measurement). a-b) Extract from the images V62050008/I62050007, consistent with

perennial water ice. Water ice pixels on the complete THEMIS image (and not just the ex-

tract presented here) have a mean temperature of 199.33 ± 5 K at 1-σ. c-d) Extract from the

images V64882003/I64882002, identified as seasonal water ice. Water ice pixels on the com-

plete THEMIS image have a mean temperature of 191.3 ± 3.3 K at 1-σ. e-f) Extract from the

images V63327007/I63327006, where seasonal water ice (upper part of the image) and diur-

nal CO2 ice (on the crater rim at the bottom) are present. Water ice pixels on the complete

THEMIS image have a mean temperature of 158.1 ± 4 K at 1-σ. g-h) Extract from the images

V56557003/I56557002, where seasonal water ice is present next to the CO2 ice cap (outside the

visible image frame). Water ice pixels on the complete THEMIS image have a mean temperature

of 155.9 ± 3 K at 1-σ. The contrast on visible images has been manually increased to highlight

the frost.

2.3 The Mars Planetary Climate Model

Observational data are compared to the simulations from the Mars Planetary Cli-
mate Model, formally known as the LMD Mars Global Climate Model citeForget1999.
In this study we use the version that models slope microclimates and simulates the con-
densation of CO2 and H2O on slopes (Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al., 2023). Surface prop-
erties (albedo, emissivity, thermal inertia) are set to the observations from TES (see Ta-
ble 2 of Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al., 2023). Seasonal dust opacity profiles are set to
an average of the available observations of dust from MY 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, and 31
outside the global dust storm period (Montabone et al., 2015). The representation of the
water cycle, detailed in Navarro et al. (2014) and Naar et al. (2021), has been validated
through comparison with TES data. A complete description of the surface energy bud-
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get, accounting for visible and infrared radiation, soil conduction, and sensible and la-
tent heat fluxes can be found in Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al. (2023). The mass of H2O frost
mw (kg m−2) is computed with:

∂mw

∂t
= ρCqU(qw − qsat(Tsurf)) (3)

where ρ (kg m−3) is the air density, U (m s−1) is the wind velocity obtained by combin-
ing the large-scale (synoptic) wind near the surface with a wind gustiness induced by buoy-
ancy (Coläıtis et al., 2013), qw (kg/kg) is the mass mixing ratio of water vapor in the
first layer of the model (z1 ≈ 4 m), qsat (kg/kg) is the saturation mass mixing ratio com-
puted from the surface temperature (see Eq. (1) of (Pál et al., 2019)). Cq (unitless) is
a moisture transfer coefficient given by (Coläıtis et al., 2013):

Cq = fq(Ri)

(
κ2

ln z1
z0

ln z1
z0q

)
(4)

where fq(Ri) (unitless) is a function of the Richardson number Ri (unitless), κ (unit-
less) is the von Kármán constant set to 0.4; z0 (m) is the aerodynamic roughness coef-
ficient extracted from Hébrard et al. (2012), z0q (m) the moisture roughness length. fq(Ri)
amplifies the flux for an unstable atmosphere, while it reduces it for a stable atmosphere.
Here, the stability of the atmosphere only depends on the thermal contrast between the
atmosphere and the surface, and the instability induced by the difference of molar weight
between H2O and CO2 (Ingersoll, 1970; Khuller & Clow, 2024) is not considered. z0q rep-
resents the influence of molecular diffusion near the surface and reduces the flux of sub-
limation. Here, we assume that z0q is equal to the thermal roughness length computed
as a function of the near-surface flow parameters (Reynold, Prandlt numbers, etc., see
appendix 5 of Coläıtis et al., 2013).

3 Results

3.1 Distribution of Frost

3.1.1 Spatial Distribution

The spatial distribution of frost is presented in Figure 3. Water ice is detected down
to 21.4°S, 48.4°N. 91% of the low-latitude detections (in the ±45°N band) occur on pole-
facing slopes, where water vapor preferentially condenses (Vincendon, Forget, & Mus-
tard, 2010; Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al., 2023). At higher latitudes, 64% of the detec-
tions are made on pole-facing slopes. In comparison, Carrozzo et al. (2009) and Vincendon,
Forget, and Mustard (2010) have detected water frost on pole-facing slopes down to 15°S
and 13°S–32°N respectively using near-infrared data from OMEGA (Observatoire pour
la Minéralogie, l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité) and CRISM (Compact Reconnaissance Imag-
ing Spectrometer for Mars) onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter.

The difference in the latitudinal extent of the frost detected with THEMIS and OMEGA/CRISM
can be explained by the intrinsic properties of each dataset and instrument. We have
estimated the thickness of the frost detected with THEMIS on crater slopes between 50°S
and 20°S using the PCM (Figure 4). THEMIS detects water ice with a median thick-
ness of 180 µm (minimum thickness estimated to near 18 µm). Hence, our approach mainly
detects thick frost layers (∼100 µm thick), and our detection threshold estimated in sec-
tion 2.2 may have been underestimated. In comparison, OMEGA and CRISM have an
ice detection threshold of 2-5 µm (Vincendon, Forget, & Mustard, 2010; Vincendon, 2015).
At latitudes 10°S–20°S, water ice should be thin (a few tens of microns, see Figure 12
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Figure 3. Distribution of water frost detected with THEMIS (black dots). The colorized
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Figure 4. Distribution of water frost thickness detected with THEMIS between 20°S and 50°S
as modeled by the Mars PCM. Since most of the detections are made on the top of crater rims,

we have derived the frost thicknesses assuming a pole-facing slope of 30°. Cases with modeled

frost thickness larger than 1000 µm not shown.

of Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al., 2023). Hence, THEMIS does not seem able to detect
such thin ice at these low latitudes compared with OMEGA/CRISM.
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Between 20° and 50° latitude, the spatial distribution of water frost is consistent
with OMEGA/CRISM observations (Vincendon, Forget, & Mustard, 2010). In the South,
between 20°S and 30°S, two dry areas with no frost are found between 100°E and 160°E
and 250°E and 360°E, one of which not observed by Vincendon, Forget, and Mustard (2010).
Most of the THEMIS observations obtained in this longitudinal band were acquired be-
fore Ls = 100°, where frost is expected to be very thin (≤ 10 µm thick according to mod-
els, Vincendon, Forget, & Mustard, 2010; Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al., 2023) and il-
lumination low, especially on pole facing slopes (Figure 1). Hence, frost may be too thin
to yield a detectable signature at visible wavelengths, preventing detection with our pro-
posed method. For the 250°E–360°E band, two processes may explain the absence of frost.
First, the 250°E–360°E area is characterized by smooth lava terrains with few slopes (Vincendon,
Mustard, et al., 2010), while water frost is only stable on steep pole-facing slopes between
20°S and 30°S (Vincendon, Forget, & Mustard, 2010; Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al., 2023).
Second, for the 300°E–360°E area, the absence of frost is a consequence of a drier atmo-
sphere induced by a western jet on the eastern side of Tharsis (Joshi et al., 1994, 1995;
Vincendon, Forget, & Mustard, 2010; Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al., 2023). Most of the
deposits found between 20°S–30°S are located in the West of Hellas basin, where a south-
ward wet flux of air converges (Figure 7 of Vincendon, Forget, & Mustard, 2010), pro-
moting the formation of water frost at this location. We also note that no frost detec-
tions are made within the Hellas basin. This is mostly due to a stationary wave induced
by the strong topographic depression of Hellas, filling the basin with dry air and thus
preventing the formation of frost (Vincendon, Forget, & Mustard, 2010). Challenging
conditions (for instance clouds (Langevin et al., 2007; Kahre et al., 2020), suspended dust
(Martin & Zurek, 1993), etc.) which prevent a clear view of the surface might also ex-
plain the absence of frost detections at this location with our method. For instance, Langevin
et al. (2007) have detected some water frost deposits in the South of the basin during
spring with OMEGA/CRISM as they do not need a clear exposure of the surface to iden-
tify frost. In the North, only one detection is made below 50°N, but this is a consequence
of the bias dataset used in this study and the sparse coverage of the Northern Hemisphere
at mid-latitude during northern winter/spring (Figure 1). At high latitudes, in both hemi-
spheres, no significant dry areas can be found.

3.1.2 Temporal Distribution

The temporal distribution of water frost is presented in Figure 5. For complete-
ness, we also present CO2 ice frost detected with THEMIS data, i.e., pixels with a tem-
perature lower than TCO2 + 5 K. In the South, equatorward of 50°S, most of the water
ice detections are made after the sublimation of the CO2 seasonal ice on pole-facing slopes.
Water frost can survive 10–20° of Ls after the disappearance of CO2 ice. The same com-
parison is difficult to make in the North, due to the low number of detections. Summer
water ice detections are made where perennial water ice is observed (water ice cap at the
North Pole, Korolev crater, etc.).

Bapst et al. (2015) have exhibited a strong hemispheric asymmetry in the presence
of water ice frost during autumn. They showed that widespread water ice deposits can
be observed in the North during autumn (before Ls ≤ 270°), but none were detected in
the South during southern autumn (before Ls ≤ 90°). We report here 27 occurrences (i.e.,
1.3% of the dataset) of water frost detected during the autumn between 32°S and 23°S,
mostly in the West of Hellas basin and at longitudes 200°E–250°E. All of these detec-
tions are made on pole-facing slopes. The same detections have been made by Vincendon,
Forget, and Mustard (2010). Yet these observations should not contradict Bapst et al.
(2015)’s conclusions since 1) they are made on local sites with favorable thermal con-
ditions (steep pole facing slopes) and 2) they take place at low latitudes, where Bapst
et al. (2015) were unable to observe ice/frost due to the resolution of TES, far from the
CO2 seasonal ice cap where they noted this asymmetry.
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Figure 5. Distribution of water and CO2 frost. The colorized background is the zonal average

surface temperature measured by TES at 2 p.m. during MY 26 (M. D. Smith, 2004). Perennial

polar caps at latitudes higher than ±80° are not presented here.

A focus on the water frost evolution at mid-latitudes in the South is presented in
Figure 6. Again, this analysis is not performed in the North due to the bias in the dis-
tribution of the dataset. THEMIS and OMEGA/CRISM datasets have a similar tem-
poral evolution during southern spring (Figure 6). Few detections have been made with
THEMIS during the condensation of H2O (Ls ≤ 120°) mostly because of the sparse mea-
surements made at this period (Figure 1). Also, at that time, pole-facing slopes are shad-
owed, preventing a clear exposure of the surface and thus detection of water frost. Fi-
nally, ice deposits are expected to be thin during this period (nearly 1-2 µm). Therefore,
this low thickness might reduce the albedo contrast between the frost and the defrosted
surface, challenging the detection of frost based on our method. Vincendon et al. (2010)
also noted that OMEGA/CRISM could only detect frost with a thickness larger than
a few microns, possibly explaining the absence of frost detections at Ls ≤ 80°. The con-
densation and sublimation timing of H2O frost deposits detected with THEMIS is con-
sistent with the PCM prediction (Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al., 2023), although the PCM
underestimates the sublimation of H2O by 10° of Ls. It is not clear if the earlier conden-
sation of H2O frost in the PCM is due to a systematic error in the model or a bias due
to the sparse number of detections made at that time.

3.1.3 Retreat of the Water Frost in the Southern Hemisphere

The seasonal evolution of the water frost boundary in the Southern Hemisphere
is presented in Figure 7. At Ls∼130° the longitudinal extent of water frost is almost ho-
mogeneous (mean latitude of 38°S ± 0.9° at 1-σ), except in the west of Hellas which pro-
motes the accumulation of frost as explained in section 3.1.1. At Ls∼150° water frost
extends to 45°S ± 1.9° at at 1-σ. In the Hellas area, water frost is not present as a con-
sequence of the dryer air in this region (see section 3.1.1) and observational bias. At Ls∼170° wa-
ter frost extends to 58°S ± 2.9° at at 1-σ, except in Hellas where no frost is observed again.
Finally, at Ls∼190°, water extends to 65°S ± 2.9° at at 1-σ. The high variability in the
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spond to the observations of frost with CRISM/OMEGA (Vincendon, Forget, & Mustard, 2010;

Vincendon, 2015). Red points correspond to the observations of frost with THEMIS. The dark

curve is the prediction of frost stability on a 30° pole-facing slope retrieved from Lange, Forget,

Dupont, et al. (2023). Following Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al. (2023), H2O ice is predicted at

a given latitude by the PCM if the H2O frost thickness exceeds 5 µm. The PCM outputs are

retrieved at 2 p.m. to be consistent with OMEGA/CRISM local time of acquisitions. Hence, the

dark curve represents the stability of seasonal H2O frost on pole-facing slopes.

latitudinal extent for Ls = 170° and 190° is mostly due to the small number of detec-
tions for these Ls (twice less than the number of detections at Ls∼130°, 150°). For all
solar longitudes, the latitudinal variability also results from the variability in surface prop-
erties (albedo, thermal inertia).

For both Ls∼170° and Ls∼190°, the latitudinal extent of the H2O frosts matches
the extent of the seasonal CO2 ice cap (Piqueux et al., 2015). The presence of H2O ice
deposits close to the CO2 ice cap edge can be explained by either the presence of small
impurities of H2O ice within the CO2 ice cap or by a water ice annulus, which persists
after the sublimation of the seasonal CO2 ice cap, as in the Northern Hemisphere (e.g.,
Kieffer & Titus, 2001; Bibring et al., 2006; Wagstaff et al., 2008; Appéré et al., 2011).
Such a possibility is discussed in section 4.2.

3.2 Frost Temperature

The distribution of temperature of water ice measured by THEMIS is presented
in Figure 8. The mean temperature of water ice measured is 170.9 ± 17 K at 1-σ, with
a maximum value of 253.3 K. The two peaks at 160 K and 200 K in the distribution of
temperatures measured by THEMIS reflect the difference in the nature of the ices ob-
served: The cold peak corresponds to seasonal frosts observed in the morning, after the
disappearance of the CO2 ice, and the hotter peak to warm frosts observed at perennial
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Figure 7. Spatial distribution of H2O frost observed by THEMIS in the Southern hemi-
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Ls = 150° ± 10° (green curve), Ls = 170° ± 10° (orange curve); Ls = 190° ± 10° (red curve).

deposit locations in summer (or to some seasonal frosts observed just before they dis-
appear, at the end of the day).

In comparison, Wagstaff et al. (2008) and Bapst et al. (2015) found temperatures
between 165 K and 210 K for the water ice deposits in the Northern Hemisphere and up
to 240 K for the Southern Hemisphere (Bapst et al., 2015). The low ice temperature mea-
sured in this study is mostly an effect of the local time of the measurements: 75% of the
water detections are made between 5 and 9 a.m. and 15% between 5 and 9 p.m. The last
detections made during the rest of the day are confined to the South Pole. To quantify
the bias induced by the local time, we have compared the measured temperature with
the distribution of temperature predicted by the PCM for a complete MY (Figure 8).
The water ice thermal properties in the model are a broadband albedo of 0.33, thermal
inertia of 800 J m−2 K−1 s1/2, and an emissivity of 1 (Lange, Forget, Dupont, et al., 2023).
For this computation, we extracted the temperature predicted in the PCM for a 30° pole-
facing slope, equatorward-facing slope, and flat surface only if the model predicts a frost
thickness higher than 1 µm for these terrains. The PCM predicts water ice temperatures
that are on average 180 ± 21 K at 1-σ, with a maximum temperature of 264.3 K. Hence,
frost temperature measured by THEMIS seems to be lower by ∼10 K compared to the
model. In both cases no melting of pure water ice is expected as temperatures are be-
low the triple point of water (273.15 K). A complete discussion on a possible melting is
given in section 4.3.

While pure water ice melting is incompatible with our results, a brine solution could
form in the thermal conditions measured by THEMIS. Indeed, the presence of salts in
the water ice mixture can reduce the temperature needed to melt to TE, Ca(ClO4)2

= 198 K
for Ca-perchlorate, TE, Mg(ClO3)2

= 206 K for Mg-chlorate, TE, Mg(ClO4)2
= 212 K for

Mg-perchlorate, and TE, Na(ClO4)2
= 237 K for Na-perchlorate (Chevrier et al., 2022).

As the widespread presence of salts and perchlorates on the surface of Mars has been demon-
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strated (Clark, 1981; Osterloo et al., 2008; Hecht et al., 2009; Osterloo et al., 2010; Glavin
et al., 2013), we can assume that these salts are present where we detect water ice. As
shown by Figure 8, some water ice deposits have a temperature higher than eutectic tem-
peratures of Ca-perchlorate (267 detections, e.g. Figures 2b, d), Mg-(per)chlorate (re-
spectively 168 and 106 detections), and Na-perchlorate but to a less extent (7 detections).
Their location, along with the maximum temperature of these ice deposits, are shown
in Figure 9.

Except for 4 images (e.g., Figure 2d), all warm frosts are detected above 60° lat-
itude during summer (e.g., Figure 2b). For each of these sites, we have investigated THEMIS,
High-Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE, McEwen et al., 2007) and Con-
text Camera (CTX, Malin et al., 2007) data acquired during summer to search for pos-
sible indications of fluid flow where frost would have melted into brines. Yet, we do not
find evidence of such flow where THEMIS identified hot frosts, even where Kereszturi
et al. (2010) and Möhlmann and Kereszturi (2010) have identified flow-like phenomena
on dark dune spots at high latitudes that they attributed to brines. Some dark streak
features are observed on some crater slopes (e.g., South, Schmidt craters) but can be ex-
plained by other environmental factors such as wind for instance. We speculate that the
lack of evidence of brine flow may be due to 1) the actual absence of brines and 2) if a
brine does form, the amount of liquid may not be large enough to destabilize the sur-
face material (either through lack of salt or immediate evaporation of the liquid). As wa-
ter frosts are expected to be thin (from tens of micrometers to a few mm), it is hard to
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Figure 9. Repartition of the hot water frost (Temperature above TE, Ca(ClO4)2
= 198 K) de-

tected with THEMIS on a Robinson projection map. Background contour lines are from MOLA

topography (Zuber et al., 1992).

imagine that the brines would form a large flow, but should instead form a few droplets
at the surface, which would percolate through the porous regolith.

If these ices were to form a brine, their stability would be very limited. As demon-
strated by Rivera-Valent́ın et al. (2020) and Chevrier et al. (2022), brines would be sta-
ble for only a few hours a year at mid and high latitudes. Although their model does not
consider the thermal effect of slopes, PCM simulations of the slope microclimates show
that the temperature of water ice exceeds the eutectic temperature TE for only a few
hours a day and on only a few sols (ranging from 1 to 10 sols). It should be noted that
our criterion for stability is solely based on surface temperature, although it also depends
on the water activity. A complete study of the stability of brines coupling a complete
thermodynamic model and our GCM simulating slope microclimates is left for future work.

3.3 Near-surface Water Vapor Content

Here we present the near-surface water vapor measured by THEMIS. Once Tice has
been measured, we derive the near-surface water vapor with Eq. 1. Results are presented
in Figure 10a. The mean partial pressure derived is 0.05 ± 0.2 Pa at 1-σ. The highest
partial pressures are found at the poles during summer when perennial water ice caps
sublime. Otherwise, most of our near-surface water vapor values are low, mostly because
measurements are made during the early stage of the ice sublimation, early in the morn-
ing or late afternoon, when ice temperatures are low.

We have nevertheless checked the consistency of our results with TES measurements
of water vapor column-abundance (M. D. Smith, 2002). These measurements first need
to be interpolated from column-abundance to near-surface. However, such an operation
is not easy as the vertical structure of the water vapor in the lowest layer of the atmo-
sphere is not very well constrained (Tamppari & Lemmon, 2020; Leung et al., 2024). We
used here the data from Khuller, Christensen, Harrison, and Diniega (2021)) who derived
near-surface water vapor content from TES data assuming a well-mixed, hydrostatic, and
isothermal atmosphere up to the H2O condensation level (as done in Schorghofer & Aharon-
son, 2005). Values obtained are presented in Figure 10b. With this approach, the av-
erage surface water vapor for the Northern Hemisphere is 0.17 Pa and 0.09 Pa for the
South (Schorghofer & Aharonson, 2005). In comparison, the mean water vapor pressure
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derived from THEMIS temperature measurements is 0.12 Pa in the North and 0.0057 Pa
in the South. Again, these measurements might be lower because of their time of acqui-
sition (early morning / late afternoon) in comparison with the time of TES measurements
(2 p.m., when the atmospheric water content is at maximum). Yet, the seasonal evolu-
tion of water vapor between TES and THEMIS is consistent: The maximum amount of
water vapor is at the poles during the summer, and the atmosphere surrounding the sea-
sonal CO2 ice cap is dry. For very specific locations (e.g., above 70°N, 80° ≤ Ls ≤ 110°,
THEMIS measurements show that the near-surface is enriched with water vapor. Indeed,
at this time of the year, the sublimation of massive water ice deposits at the surface is
supplying the dry atmosphere with water vapor. However, the sparse number of such
defections prevents any generalization on a near-surface enrichment of water vapor.
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Figure 10. a) Water vapor pressure is derived from ice temperature measurements by

THEMIS. Background colored contours are near-surface water vapor derived from TES mea-

surements presented in panel b). The color of the contours follows the color bar from panel b.

We also present for completeness the comparison between THEMIS and Phoenix
humidity measurements (Fischer et al., 2019) in Figure 11. As THEMIS does not specif-
ically cover the Phoenix site (68.2°N, 234.3°E), we compare their measurements with those
taken by THEMIS between 65°N and 75°N, without any longitude filter, assuming that
it is representative of the Phoenix site. As THEMIS acquisitions were made between 6
a.m. and 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. and 8 p.m., we have isolated these data in the Phoenix dataset.
Both datasets mostly overlap during the second half of the Phoenix mission, between Ls = 125° and
Ls = 145°. In both cases, water vapor measurements are consistent, with values between
0.1 and 0.3 Pa, suggesting that our vapor pressure measurements are reliable. However,
observational limitations (not always the same site observed, measurements procured at
particular local times only when frost is present), prevent us from extending the inter-
comparison.
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Figure 11. Water vapor pressure measured by Phoenix, using the calibration from Fischer

et al. (2019) at 6–8 a.m. and 6–8 p.m. (dark crosses) and water vapor pressure derived from ice

temperatures measured with THEMIS between 65°N and 75°N (blue points).

4 Discussion

4.1 Perennial v.s. Seasonal v.s. Diurnal water ice

Water ice deposits detected in this study could be either perennial, seasonal, or di-
urnal ice. Frosts detected at high latitudes during summer in the North are always found
where massive ice deposits are observed and are thus considered perennial deposits (e.g.,
Figures 2a, b). At lower latitudes, frosts detected with THEMIS can be either diurnal
or seasonal.

During the night, as the surface cools, a thin layer of water frost can form, which
then sublimes during the morning. Phoenix’s in-situ imagery revealed such diurnal frost
(estimated to be a few micrometers thick, according to our model), even though the ice
signature on the surface was very weak (see Figure 3b of P. H. Smith et al., 2009). Svitek
and Murray (1990) have also detected diurnal water frost during spring at the Viking
2 landing site, noting that the brighter areas were linked to the thickest frosts. Finally,
Landis (2007) detected frost at the Opportunity rover landing sites, but it was located
on the deck of the rover and not on the surface. On the other hand, at the Curiosity land-
ing site (4.5°S), diurnal water frost was assumed to be present given the environmental
conditions of temperature and water vapor (Mart́ınez et al., 2016) but was not formally
detected with cameras and spectrometers (Schröder et al., 2015).

The Mars PCM predicts the formation of this diurnal frost during the night, quickly
disappearing in the early morning(Figure 12a) during most of the year. For mid-to-high
latitudes (above ±45° latitude), the diurnal thickness of water frost is at a maximum ∼
2−10 µm during the early spring and late autumn while being 1–2 µm thick during sum-
mer. At low latitudes (±30° latitude), frost is at a maximum during northern summer,
when the atmosphere is enriched in H2O due to the sublimation of the northern peren-
nial water ice cap (M. D. Smith, 2002) but is no thicker than 1-2 µm (Figure 12b). The
diurnal water frost thickness during northern summer (Ls = 120°) predicted by the PCM
between latitude 30°N and 30°S is shown in Figure 12c. In comparison, diurnal CO2 frost
is expected to be 10–100 µm thick, i.e., ten times larger than water ice (Piqueux et al.,
2016). We acknowledge that the H2O frost thicknesses computed by the PCM are up-
per limit since the model does not account for adsorption/desorption and exchange with
the regolith. As shown by Steele et al. (2017) and Savijärvi et al. (2018), adsorption dur-
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ing the late afternoon should deplete the near-surface water vapor content, reducing the
thickness of frost formed at night to less than one µm.

Could THEMIS detect such diurnal frost from orbit? It seems very unlikely for two
reasons. First, our method mostly detects thick frosts, at least 100 µm thick (Figure 4,
section 3.1.1), i.e., ten times more thick than what is predicted for diurnal water frost.
Therefore, it is improbable that such frost produces an albedo contrast with the bare sur-
face strong enough to be detected with our method. Second, almost all of the frosts we
have detected outside the poles are located within the stability domain of seasonal frost
(Figure 5) and not outside of it, suggesting again that they are seasonal rather than di-
urnal. Hence, although the frosts detected in this study are mostly observed during the
early morning and might at first glance be considered diurnal frosts, we conclude that
they are actually seasonal frosts.

One area of interest to detect diurnal frost with THEMIS would be at the top of
volcanoes, where the contrast between atmospheric and surface temperatures is strong
(Fan et al., 2023), potentially creating a significant amount of frost every night (e.g., Fig-
ure 12). We have looked at the calderas of volcanoes in the ±40° latitude band and were
unable to find any clear evidence of frost deposits. Indeed, the main bluish patterns we
observed did not seem to correlate with the topography and could correspond either to
surface-fogs, or clouds in the atmosphere (e.g., Inada et al., 2007; McConnochie et al.,
2010).
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Figure 12. a) Evolution of H2O frost thickness predicted by the PCM at 15°N, 225°E, at
Ls = 120° through the day. Dots represent the outputs from the PCM, which have been linearly

interpolated (plain curve). b) Evolution of H2O frost thickness predicted by the PCM at 6 a.m.,

at 15°N, 225°E. c) Map of the frost thickness predicted by the PCM at 6 a.m., Ls = 120° between
30°S and 30°N on a Robinson projection map. Background contour lines are from MOLA topog-

raphy (Zuber et al., 1992).
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4.2 On the Existence of a Water Annulus in the South

The presence of H2O ice deposits close to the CO2 ice cap edge (Figures 5, 7) can
be explained by either small impurities of H2O ice within the CO2 ice cap, left as a lag
when the CO2 sublimes or a water ice annulus created by the sublimation-recondensation
process proposed by Houben et al. (1997). The latter has been widely observed in the
North (Kieffer & Titus, 2001; Bibring et al., 2006; Wagstaff et al., 2008; Appéré et al.,
2011). In the South, its existence is less certain. Titus (2005) proposed the detection of
an annulus at 85°S, and Bapst et al. (2015) suggested, using TES data, the existence of
an annulus in the Southern Hemisphere during spring at 45–60°S. However, Bapst et al.
(2015) acknowledged that their detection of a bright annulus might be due to the inter-
polation of their data or sub-grid pixel mixing and that high resolution thermal and vis-
ible data were needed to conclude the existence of such annulus. Langevin et al. (2007),
using OMEGA, did not observe large-scale expanses of water frost at the edge of the CO2

cap but rather local signatures of water ice in the seasonal cap, considered as impuri-
ties. The few signatures of H2O ice detected with OMEGA in the Southern Hemisphere
at Ls ≤ 190° have either been interpreted as clouds or as frost confined in the South of
Hellas Langevin et al. (2007).

To test the existence of such an annulus, we have isolated the 441 detections made
in the Southern Hemisphere during the receding phase of the seasonal CO2 cap, i.e. at
latitudes ≤ 50°S and 90° ≤ Ls ≤ 270°, and discriminate the nature of these deposits be-
tween H2O ice impurities within the CO2 cap and bright deposits close to the seasonal
cap that could be interpreted as an annulus. Among these 441 water ice detections, 230
were made uniquely on pole-facing slopes and not on flat terrains, more than 1–2° lat-
itude from the CO2 ice cap. 112 detections show isolated water ice pixels within the CO2

cap, which can either be attributed to impurities or have been detected on equatorward-
facing slopes where CO2 ice is barely stable. Other detections are large expanses of wa-
ter ice (≥ 0.2° of latitudinal extent) close to the CO2 cap, which could be interpreted
as an annulus or frost deposits (e.g., Figures 2 g-h). For each of these frost deposits, we
measured their extent and reported them in Figure 13.

Contrary to Langevin et al. (2007), and in agreement with Bapst et al. (2015), we
detect water ice during the first part of the sublimation of the seasonal cap (Ls ≤ 190°)
(e.g., Figures 2c-d). These ice deposits have a small extent, on average 0.9° ± 1.3° at 1-
σ of latitude, whereas the Northern annulus has an extent ranging from 5 to 10° (Kieffer
& Titus, 2001; Bibring et al., 2006; Wagstaff et al., 2008; Appéré et al., 2011). This asym-
metry is mostly explained by the asymmetry in atmospheric humidity between the two
hemispheres. During winter and early spring, water ice is protected from sublimation
by the cold trap formed by CO2 ice. When the CO2 ice disappears, the water ice is sub-
jected to violent heating (Costard et al., 2002; Schorghofer, 2020), which causes it to dis-
appear very quickly in a dry atmosphere, preventing the establishment of an extensive,
stable annulus over time in the South. In comparison, in the North, the higher humid-
ity stabilizes frost at the surface, preventing its rapid disappearance.

Can we confidently claim the existence of an annulus in the Southern Hemisphere?
Water ices detected at the edge of the cap have an average temperature of 158.8 ± 4.8 K,
i.e., around 10 K higher than the condensation temperature of CO2. But, as noted by
Wagstaff et al. (2008), THEMIS observations at high latitudes can lead to measured CO2

temperatures of more than 170 K. As stated in section 2.2, we have manually eliminated
these images and kept only those whose temperature is of the order of TCO2 ± 5 K where
CO2 is expected according to other observations (e.g., Piqueux et al., 2015) or the PCM.
However, it still appears that the thermal contrast between CO2 and H2O ice is not as
strong as that measured by Wagstaff et al. (2008) (around 20 to 30 K). It is therefore
possible that the low-temperature water ice is actually CO2 frost. Thus, we cannot con-
clude whether an annulus of water ice exists in the Southern Hemisphere during spring.
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Figure 13. Latitudinal extent of H2O frost deposits (red bar) during the recession of the

seasonal CO2 ice cap. The red bar represent the extent of H2O frost, and the dots indicate their

median latitudes. Plain curves represent the predicted stability of CO2 (dark) and H2O (blue) ice

on a flat terrain by the PCM.

4.3 Inhibiting Ice Melt by the Release of Latent Heat

Section 3.2 has shown that neither ice temperatures measured by THEMIS, nor
modeled by the PCM reach the melting point of 273.15 K. Ingersoll (1970) has shown
that the cooling induced by the sublimation of ice was strong enough on Mars to pre-
vent any melting. His computations were updated by Schorghofer (2020), who also showed
that ice temperature never reached 273.15 K. In both of their models, the sublimation
is only driven by the gradient of density between the CO2 atmosphere and the lighter
H2O vapor at the surface, with an isothermal atmosphere. However, the surface and at-
mospheric temperatures are very different on Mars, leading to strong convection in the
near-surface during daytime (Petrosyan et al., 2011), which should regulate the subli-
mation of water ice. Our model (Eq. 3) accounts for this convection and the sublima-
tion driven by wind. The effect of the gradient of density at the surface is, however, not
considered in our model, and the sublimation rates predicted are thus lower limits.

We have tested whether our model predicts the melting of pure water ice in an ideal
case. To do so, we ran 1D simulations of 30° south-facing slopes at 30° S. The albedo of
the ice is set to 0.35 and its thermal inertia is set to 150 J m−2 K−1 s1/2 to maximize
diurnal variation and the possibility of reaching the melting temperature of water. Sim-
ulations are run at Ls = 251°, at the perihelion. Surface pressure is set to 610 Pa and
the opacity of the atmosphere to 0.2. The near-surface water vapor content is fixed at
10 precipitable microns, as observed by TES (M. D. Smith, 2002). We imposed an in-
finite water ice reservoir at the surface to prevent the ice from disappearing entirely be-
fore it reached the melting point and ran simulations with and without the latent heat
in the surface energy budget. Results obtained after 5 days of simulations, when con-
vergence is achieved, are presented in Figure 14.
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The gray dashed line is the melting temperature of pure water ice (273.15 K).

In the simulation without the latent heat, the ice temperature reaches 280K and
ice can melt. With the latent heat, the maximum temperature falls to 260 K, and ice
cannot melt. We have tested several input parameters (pressure going from 610 to 2000 Pa,
opacity from 0 to 1, latitudes from 60°S to 0°), and conclusions remain unchanged. Hence,
our experience also suggests that melting cannot occur on present-day Mars, as suggested
by Ingersoll (1970) and Schorghofer (2020) because of the cooling by latent heat. Our
conclusions are reinforced by: 1) the neglect of the effect of the density gradient between
the surface and the atmosphere, which should amplify the sublimation flux and thus cool
the ice; 2) the low thermal inertia used in our simulations that maximizes the amplitude
of the diurnal cycle, whereas snow could compact and form pure ice with a higher in-
ertia and thus reduce the maximum temperature expected; and 3) the prescription of
an infinite water reservoir (this would only apply to perennial ice at the pole). Because
frosts at mid-latitudes are thin, they would disappear completely before reaching high
temperatures. Therefore, even in an idealized case, seasonal/perennial water ice cannot
melt according to our model. Thus, the water frosts detected with THEMIS are unlikely
to melt. However, even with the latent heat cooling, eutectic temperatures of Ca-perchlorate,
Mg-(per)chlorate, and Na-perchlorate are still reached. Hence, the formation of brines
is not inhibited with this mechanism.
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Note that our experiment just shows that pure water ice cannot melt on present
day Mars. On the other hand, Clow (1987) and Williams et al. (2008) have shown that
taking into account the presence of dust within the water ice (i.e., dirty snowpack model),
a solid-state greenhouse effect occurs, which can lead to ice melting.

4.4 Effect of Frost on Subsurface Ice Stability

Massive quantities of ice have been discovered at high latitudes (above 55° of lat-
itude) by the Mars Odyssey Neutron Spectrometer (MONS) neutron spectrometers (Boynton
et al., 2002; Feldman et al., 2002; Diez et al., 2008). The widely accepted theory to ex-
plain their geographical distribution and depth is that this ice is in equilibrium with near-
surface water vapor (Mellon & Jakosky, 1993; Mellon et al., 2004; Schorghofer & Aharon-
son, 2005). Following their approach, subsurface ice is stable at a depth z if:

(
pvap,surf
Tsurf

)
≥
(
psv(Tsoil(z))

Tsoil(z)

)
(5)

where overbars indicate time-averages over a complete MY, pvap,surf (Pa) is the vapor
pressure at the surface, Tsurf (K), is the surface temperature, psv,soil (Pa) is the satura-
tion vapor pressure that is a function of the soil temperature Tsoil (K) (Murphy & Koop,
2005). During the night and during winter, the surface is saturated. To account for this
effect, Mellon et al. (2004) and Schorghofer and Aharonson (2005) compute pvap,surf as:

pvap,surf = min(pvap,near−surface, psv,surf(Tsurf)) (6)

where pvap,near−surface (Pa) is the near-surface water vapor content in the atmosphere,
derived from observations or models.

However, the discovery of mid-latitude ice via ice-excavating impact craters (Byrne
et al., 2009; Dundas, Mellon, et al., 2021; Dundas et al., 2023) has shown that the wa-
ter vapor exchange theory does not explain the presence of this ice so low in latitude with
the current atmospheric humidity. Models need to double/triple the humidity to explain
the stability of subsurface ice at such low latitudes (Mellon et al., 2004; Lange, Forget,
Vincendon, et al., 2023), suggesting that models are either underestimating near-surface
humidity or that this ice is currently unstable, very slowly sublimating towards the equi-
librium depth. The same problem arises for permafrost in Antarctica’s dry valleys, where
models predict a too-high sublimation rate of subsurface ice compared to observations
(see a review in Fisher et al., 2016). Hagedorn et al. (2007) and McKay (2009) have shown
that snow/frost on the surface could stabilize the subsurface ice by reducing the humid-
ity gradient between the surface and the soil, inhibiting the sublimation loss from sub-
surface ice. Bapst et al. (2015) suggested that this effect might help solve the discrep-
ancy in the distribution of subsurface ice between the models and the observations. In
theory, the effect of surface frost is partially considered with Eq. 6. However, this equa-
tion does not consider the case when a hot frost is sublimating, and one has: psv,surf(Tsurf) ≥
pvap,near−surface, i.e. when frost sublimation replenishes the atmosphere with water va-
por (e.g., section 3.3). In this case, Eq. 6 underestimates the flux of water vapor com-
ing from the surface. For an atmosphere with a water pressure of 0.2 Pa (typical of spring
at mid-latitudes, Figure 10), this effect becomes apparent as soon as Tice ≥ 200 K, a range
of temperatures measured by THEMIS (Figure 8). GCM simulations show that this ef-
fect is mostly significant during the sublimation of seasonal/diurnal water ice (e.g., Fig-
ure 15) when hot frost acts as a significant source of water vapor in a dry atmosphere.

To quantify the effect of water frost on the stability of subsurface ice, we have changed
the computation of the boundary condition given by Eq. 6 with:
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Figure 15. a) Evolution of H2O frost thickness predicted by the PCM at 52.5°N , 0°E (cor-

responding to a grid point where the PCM does not predict stable subsurface ice (Figure 3 of

Lange, Forget, Vincendon, et al., 2023), while seasonal temperature variations show its presence

in the first meter of the ground (Piqueux et al., 2019)) during the year. b) Water vapor pressure

predicted by the PCM (blue curve) in the first vertical layer (∼4 m) and water vapor pressure

at saturation over ice computed with Eq. 1 (red curve) between Ls = 334° and 337° (grey box in

panel a) for the same location.

pvap,surf =

{
pvap,near−surface if frost thickness > 10−7 m

psv,surf(Tsurf) if frost thickness < 10−7 m
(7)

We have chosen 10−7 m as the tolerance to avoid any effect of numerical noise. With this
new boundary condition, we found that the mean annual humidity is higher by 20% be-
tween latitude 40°N and 60°N and similarly in the South, far from the +200% needed
to model the same subsurface ice distribution as observed. In terms of depth, this means
a change of mm/cm. This effect is thus not sufficient to explain the discrepancy between
the ice-stability models based on Eq. 5 and observations (Lange, Forget, Vincendon, et
al., 2023).

Williams et al. (2015) have also studied the effect of surface frost on subsurface ice
stability using a different approach. They have modeled the formation of subsurface ice
solving the complete water vapor diffusion in the soil and found that frost has a signif-
icant impact on the depth of the stable ice table at the Viking 2 location (48°N). We can-
not say whether the result comes directly from the effect of the frost (on the surface) or
from their model (the frost then being transported to the subsurface). We are currently
carrying out an intercomparison study between Eq. 5–based models and full diffusion
models to better understand this difference.

4.5 Correlation Between Ice Detection and Gullies

Gullies are geomorphological surface features observed on Martian slopes at mid
and high latitudes and are composed of an alcove, a channel, and a depositional apron
(Malin & Edgett, 2000). Because of their similarity to small terrestrial alluvial fans, gul-
lies are particularly studied in the community to determine if they are evidence of liq-
uid water flow on Mars (e.g., Costard et al., 2002; Christensen, 2003) or are instead formed
by dry processes involving CO2 or water ices (see Diniega et al., 2021; Dundas, Becerra,
et al., 2021, for a complete review). To better constrain the mechanism that triggers gul-
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lies, Vincendon (2015); Dundas et al. (2019); Khuller, Christensen, Harrison, and Din-
iega (2021) have correlated the distribution of gullies (active or not) with the presence
or absence of frost. Vincendon (2015) showed that 65.7% of active gullies between 20°S
and 50°S were covered by CO2 frost during part of the year and 81.6% by water frost.
Khuller, Christensen, Harrison, and Diniega (2021) showed that 47% of their CO2 ice
detections overlapped with the gullies surveyed in Harrison et al. (2015) and 73% with
only active gullies.

We also compare the correlation between water and CO2 ice presented in this study
with gully sites. To do so, we first isolated overlapping gully sites identified by Harrison
et al. (2015) and Dundas et al. (2019) and THEMIS observations, which were acquired
in late winter / early spring. Hence, gully sites that were not observed with THEMIS
or observed during the summer are therefore removed). A frost detection correlates a
gully site if the THEMIS image showing frost overlaps the gully site; high-resolution mon-
itoring has not been carried out. We found that 50% of all gully sites correlate with im-
ages showing water ice and 37% with CO2 ice. If we consider only active gullies, then
55% of all gully sites correlate with water frost detections and 43% with CO2 frost. More
specifically in the South, where our dataset is the largest, 59% of active gullies sites cor-
relate with water ice detection with THEMIS, 46% with CO2 ice.

However, although there is a stronger correlation between water frost detections
and active gully locations, the temporality of gully activity shows that CO2 seems more
responsible for their formation. Indeed, Vincendon (2015), using a high temporal and
spatial resolution study, showed that the majority of gullies were active when CO2 was
present and not when the CO2 had disappeared and only water ice remained. Dundas
et al. (2019) proposed a similar argument, although the composition of the frost could
not be constrained. So, despite a higher correlation between active sites and the pres-
ence of water frost during the year, the temporality of gully activity seems to show a pre-
dominant role for CO2 ice and not water ice. However, our dataset does not allow us to
confirm this assertion: the number of detections of CO2 and water ice in our study is
about 6 times lower than that of Vincendon, Forget, and Mustard (2010) and Vincendon
(2015) and more temporally constricted for CO2 (by 5-10° of Ls, linked to a lower num-
ber of acquisitions at latitudes 30°-50°S in spring, Figure 1 in this article, Figure 2 in Lange
et al., 2022), which does not allow us to establish reliable correlations.

5 Conclusions

The objectives of this paper are to propose new detection of water ice on Mars us-
ing THEMIS images, derive their temperature, and propose a unique dataset of near-
surface water vapor. The main conclusions of this investigation are:

1. Cross-analysis of the pixels that appear bright blue-white in visible THEMIS im-
ages with infrared temperature measurements allows us to determine whether the
ice is composed of CO2 or H2O (Figure 2).

2. We detect water ice on 2,006 images, down to 21.4°S, 48.4°N, mostly on pole-facing
slopes at low latitudes (lower than 45° latitude) and evenly on both flat and sloped
terrains at higher latitudes (Figures 3, 5, 7).

3. The evolution of water-ice deposits through the year at mid-latitude in the South
is consistent with OMEGA/CRISM observations from Vincendon, Forget, and Mus-
tard (2010) and the Mars PCM (Figure 6).

4. Like Vincendon, Forget, and Mustard (2010), and contrary to Bapst et al. (2015),
we have been able to detect water ice in the Southern Hemisphere during autumn
(Figure 6). Yet, these detections are only on pole-facing slopes at low latitudes,
where Bapst et al. (2015) could not survey because of the resolution of TES.
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5. The mean temperature of water ice measured by THEMIS is 170.9 ± 17 K at 1-
σ, with a maximum value of 253.3 K, 10 K lower than the PCM simulations. 267
images show water frost warm enough to enable the formation of brines (Figures
8, 9).

6. Near-surface vapor pressures derived from ice temperatures measured by THEMIS
are lower than expected based on TES data, but this difference is mostly due to
the difference in acquisition local times, thus biasing the comparison (Figure 10).
A similar bias occurs when comparing THEMIS to Phoenix measurements (Fig-
ure 11).

7. Water ice frosts detected in this study are most likely related to seasonal ice rather
than diurnal ice, which may be too thin to be detected (Figure 12).

8. We found water ice at the edge of the southern seasonal CO2 ice cap during its
recession. However, We cannot conclude whether there is or is not an annulus present
given the small thermal contrast between water ice at the edges of the seasonal
cap and the CO2 ice cap itself (Figure 13).

9. Melting of pure water ice is impossible on present-day Mars because of the sub-
limation cooling according to the PCM (Figure 14). However, this conclusion does
not apply to dusty ice, where solid-state greenhouse effect can enable melting.

10. Diurnal and seasonal water frost help to stabilize the subsurface ice by reducing
the humidity gradient and acting as a source of vapor when frost sublimes. Yet,
this effect is not sufficient to explain the stability of subsurface ice at mid-latitudes
as revealed by impact craters excavating ice (Figure 15).

11. 55% of water frost detections occur at the location of active gully sites. However,
the timing of their activity suggested that they are related to CO2 sublimation
rather than H2O sublimation (Vincendon, 2015; Dundas et al., 2019).

To better constrain exchanges between the surface and the atmosphere, future work could
leverage additional THEMIS bands to spectrally characterize the properties of these ices
and constrain their dust content, as for instance performed with HiRISE data Khuller,
Christensen, and Warren (2021).

Open Research

The Mars PCM used in this work can be downloaded with documentation at https://
svn.lmd.jussieu.fr/Planeto/trunk/LMDZ.MARS/. More information and documen-
tation are available at http://www-planets.lmd.jussieu.fr. THEMIS visible and infrared
images can be retrieved from the Planetary Data System (PDS) (P. Christensen, 2002;
P. R. Christensen, 2002). MOLA topography map can be retrieved from the PDS (D. Smith
et al., 1999). Data files for figures used in this analysis are available in a public repos-
itory, see Lange et al. (2024).
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